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1.A developer is creating unit tests for code that makes SOAP web service callouts. The developer
needs to insert some test data as a part of the unit tests setup.
What are three actions to enable this functionality? (Choose three.)
A. Surround the callout with TeststartTest(), Test.stopTest()
B. Surround the data insertion with Test.startTest(), Test.stopTest()
C. Implement the WebServiceMock interface
D. Update code to call Test.setMock()
E. Implement the HttpCalloutMock interface
Answer: A,C,D
2.What is the transaction limit for the number of records using QueryLocator?
A. 50,000
B. 50,000,000
C. 100,000
D. 5,000,000
E. There is no limit
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference: "Scope" parameter in "executeBatch" can be set up to 2,000 records
3.A developer has created a Visualforce page that uses a third-party JavaScript framework. The
developer has decided to supply data to the JavaScript functions using JavaScript Remoting for Apex
Controllers.
What is the correct syntax to declare a remote method in Apex? (Choose two.)
A. @RemoteAction global static String getTable()
B. @RemoteAction global String getTable()
C. @RemoteAction public static String getTable()
D. @RemoteObject global static String getTableQ
Answer: A,C
4.What is the most efficient way in Visualforce to show information based on data filters defined by an
end-user for a large volume of data?
A. Use the rendered condition in Visualforce to limit data based on data filters
B. Use filter conditions in a SOQL query to limit data based on data filters
C. Use an Apex controller to refine raw data based on data filters and store the result in a transient
variable
D. Use an Apex controller to refine raw data based on data filters and store the result in a static variable
Answer: B
5.Which are relevant practices while analyzing the timeline of different types of transactions in the
execution overview panel? (Choose two.)
A. Log lines in the execution log panel can be analyzed for details about specific events
B. The performance tree should be use to analyze events further starting from the one that take the least
amount of time
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C. The execution tree can be used with the execution log to filter and get specific information about
events
D. Multiple short bursts of Apex events should be analyzed since they can add up to a significant amount
of time
Answer: A,D
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